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PEOPLE’S COLLEGE OF RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY (PCRT)

PCRT was established in 2007. The Institute’s environment is highly conducive for building a strong foundation of knowledge, development of personality, pursuit of excellence and self-discipline and enhancement of creativity through innovation & motivation. Institute has well equipped modern laboratories, a well stocked library, computer networks and Fully Wi-Fi Campus.
ABOUT NSNT - 2012

The seminar covers all topics in nanotechnology. It includes lectures and invited talks by eminent personalities from India. NCNT-2012 invites original papers from Researchers / Academicians / Scientists / Engineers / Technologist / Industrialist / on the following topics for presentation (oral & poster) in the seminar:

Synthesis & Fabrication
►Synthesis of nanomaterials ►Fabrication of nanomaterials ►Modeling of nanosystems ►Characterization, etc.

Advanced Nanomaterials
►CNT & Devices ►Polymers/Bio/Composite ►Fluids/Colloids ►Nanostructured materials ►Relevant topics, etc.

Nano Electronics
►Nano electronics ►Nano photonics ►Micro and Nano fluids ►NEMS devices ►Simulation studies ►Sensor & systems, etc.

Energy & Environment
►Nano energy conversion ►Solar energy materials ►Oil & gas ►Water technology ►Lighting & Display.

Nano-Biomedical

Nano Applications
►Defence applications ►Industrial applications ►Electronics & Communication ►Food technology ►Automobiles ►Energy & Environment ►Manufacturing ►Textiles, etc.

PUBLICATIONS OF PROCEEDINGS

All the selected papers, will be published as a proceeding in PJST journal, Dec 2012 issue after peer review process.

GUIDELINES FOR PAPER SUBMISSION

One page abstract with experimental findings on A4 size paper should be submitted before the deadline. The paper should be original one, not submitted/published elsewhere. The soft copy (word file) of the paper should be submitted to: nsnt2012@peoplesuniversity.edu.in

At least one of the authors should register for the seminar. A registered delegate is permitted to present one paper only.

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

Day 1: 7th December 2012
• Inaugural
• Tea Break
• Session I: Oral Presentation - I
  ►Synthesis & Fabrication
  ►Advanced Nanomaterials
• Lunch
• Session II: Oral Presentation - II
  ►Nano Electronics
  ►Energy & Environment

Day 2: 8th December 2012
• Session III: Oral Presentation - III
  ►Nano-Biomedical
  ►Nano Applications
• Tea Break
• Session IV: Poster Presentation
• Lunch
• Valedictory Function

Please send the filled-in Registration Form, Abstract & paper of Conference, etc. to:
Convener NSNT 2012
Peoples College of Research & Technology
Peoples University Campus
Bhanpur, Bhopal - 462037
E-mail: nsnt2012@peoplesuniversity.edu.in
Tel. No.: +91755-4005494, +91755-4005415,
Fax: +91755-4005467, +91755-4005494